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Rating
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) ?

Description
It seems as if the button to import csv items has been broken: no action is taken when the user clicks at "import". In fact, nothing seems to happen.
See it reproduced in the show2.t.o instance of another bug report (sorry I felt lazy to create another 20.x one just for this):

http://xavi-9794-7124.show2.tikiwiki.org/tiki-ajax_services.php?controller=tracker&action=import_items&trackerId=6
u: admin
p: 12345

Download the csv of items from this tracker:
http://xavi-9794-7124.show2.tikiwiki.org/tiki-download_file.php?fileId=1

I first exported them, clear the list of items in the tracker, and attempt to import them again. Many other scenarios do reproduce this issue, afaik; what I did was some of the easiest way to let you reproduce the bug.

Importance
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Easy to solve?
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Comments

Marc Laporte 22 Jul 19 02:04 GMT-0000
Maybe we should delete this code and focus everything on Tabular Import-Export?

Xavier de Pedro 22 Jul 19 10:50 GMT-0000
imho, -1
For the same reason we didn't remove tiki surveys, tiki quizzes, tiki polls, when tiki trackers where developed.
They serve two different uses cases: 1) quick and simple (wiki-wiki) features ready-to-go with minimum clicks and without requiring the user to travel a steep curve to learn how to master trackers and tracker tabular format.

Simple csv export and import in Trackers shouldn't be replaced by a more versatile (but more complex to setup and learn how to use ) tracker tabular.

My 2 cents.
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